
Roz Spalding,  Founder and Director of Spalding Consultancy’s career has
been built around an interest and understanding for health and social care.

In a management career spanning over 20 years Roz has seen the industry
change in many ways and believes that all the changes were for the better
as care in this country strives to be at the levels it should be and is
expected to be.

Having qualified as a Registered Nurse, Roz moved into management and
was responsible for a project commissioning the opening of the first
Private Partnership Hospital to be built in the grounds of an NHS
Hospital.

Roz then undertook a number of different, taxing and personally satisfying
appointments, each one developing from the last as her skills in not only
care and the immediate management of facilities, but also in areas such as
strategic business reviews, implementation of governance systems, setting
up of Limited Liability Partnerships  and the development of capital
development schemes. 

As the Manager of several private hospital facilities Roz has experienced
the breadth of business within the independent healthcare sector and with
it has also learnt that her acute skills can more readily be available and
useful to a number of facilities in specific ways.  

Roz set up Spalding Consultancy in 2009 and now works with Associates
throughout the country providing a highly specialised business consultancy
to organisations requiring expertise and guidance in regulation, compliance,
problem solving in the Health and Social Care sector and Care Quality
Commission. She also advises on the setting up and running of Limited
Liability Partnerships.

Roz’s specialisation now lies in three separate areas of healthcare and
management.

● CQC and Regulatory bodies

● Setting up and management of LLP’s and Partnerships

● Healthcare Consultancy and Business management

Roz is also a Mentor for the Prince’s Trust, a charity helping young people
throughout the UK achieve their aims under difficult circumstances.

Contact: E: roz@spaldingconsultancy.co.uk
M: 07792 035 391
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